Kaenon Kanvas SR91 (Polarized)

Name:

Kaenon Kanvas SR91 (Polarized)

Merchant:

Zappos

Price:

$179.00 * Price maybe updated . ! . Please click image to see it . ! . *

Category:

Daily Mens Eyewear Reviews

Coupon Code:

9X2OvY2c * Coupon code maybe will update 3 days 1 time . ! . *

Released on:

August 15, 2018, 3:08 am

for this product! (Please note that the color shown in the video may no longer be available.) Go anywhere and everywhere with the
sleek style and performance-minded features of the Kanvas from Kaenon Polarized&trade;. SR-91 lens material is the foundation for
the finest polarized lenses. SR-91 combines the crisp optical acuity of the finest glass lenses in an ultra light-weight, impact-proof
lens. All Kaenon Polarized SR-91 lenses filter out all harmful UV and Blue light. Molded out of TR-90&reg; to ensure a light-weight
with 100% skeletal memory retention for consistent fit and comfort. Variflex&trade; buried nose pads in the bridge are designed to
secure and comfortably anchor the frame in place. Custom-engineered internal cam-driven hinges reduce weight and hold the
temples in the worn or folded position. G-12&trade; (12%) darkest grey lens (blocks 88% of visible light). Performs best in bright, full
sun conditions. C-12&trade; (12%) darkest copper lens (blocks 88% of visible light). Performs best in bright, full sun conditions.
Comes with a hard case. Made in Italy. Dimensions:
Frame Width: 145mm
Lens: 44mm high x 65mm wide
Bridge: 14mm
Temple Length: 131mm This product may have a manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s website or
contact us at for full manufacturer warranty details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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